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Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets are synthesized and tunneling junction devices are

fabricated with an aluminum oxide layer inserted in between electrodes and rGO sheets.

Differential conductances, revealing density of states (DOS), of rGO sheets are measured in a wide

voltage range. A difference in DOS of rGO sheets with different thickness is identified. For the

single-layer rGO, the DOS shows a whole band with band edges in line with theoretical

predictions, and gating DOS is used to estimate electron’s Fermi velocity. Disorder effects on

conductance and DOS of rGO sheets are explored and compared with each other. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4765361]

The linear energy-momentum dispersion of graphene

band structure near the corners of the Brillouin zone was pre-

dicted by Wallace in 1946.1 The theoretical prediction can-

not be verified because of the argument about the existence

of a truly two-dimensional structure from the thermal-

stability consideration. The issue was solved after Novoselov

et al.2 demonstrated a metallic electronics of graphene

revealing a large electric field effect, in contrast to that in

metal films. The result has intensified studies on physics of

linear energy-momentum dispersion in graphene and on syn-

theses of two-dimensional materials.3–5

Using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, the

linear energy-momentum dispersion near the Dirac point has

been directly observed.6,7 In addition, the band structure and

density of states (DOS) of graphene can be probed from dif-

ferential conductance measurements using scanning tunnel-

ing spectroscopy (STS).8 Though the STS measurement can

probe local DOS on graphene surface, a large fluctuation in

data owing to tip conditions and tip-to-sample separation dis-

courages its employment in band structure investigations.

The technique of tunneling junctions on graphene is devel-

oped9–12 recently to probe the band structure variation.

Previous studies on graphene band structures only focus

on a small voltage range near the Dirac point (or Fermi

level); thus, it is difficult to catch a complete picture for

comparison with the theoretical calculation.13 Neither can it

be used to probe disorder effects,14 and thickness and stack-

ing dependence of few-layer graphene.15 In this letter, we

characterize electrical properties of reduced graphene oxide

(rGO) and applied it to fabrication of tunneling junctions.

Through the differential conductance measurements, we will

demonstrate a DOS variation of few-layer graphenes with

different thickness and a gate voltage dependence of gra-

phene band structure in a wide voltage range.

A soft-chemical exfoliation route was used to prepare

graphene oxide flakes.16 These flakes were chemically

reduced and kept in de-ionized water. A substrate of highly

doped Si wafer was capped with a 300-nm thick oxide layer

and deposited with Ti/Au electrodes of micrometer scale by

photolithography patterning. The rGO suspension was drop-

casted on the substrate. After dried out, rGO flakes were

examined by optical microscope and scanning electron

microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-6700F). Flat flakes with a uni-

form thickness were selected for device fabrication and the

thickness was determined by atomic force microscope

(AFM, SII NanoTechnology, SPA-300HV). To improve the

conductance, rGO flakes were reduced further by annealing

at 400 �C in a high vacuum for 24 h.

Two types of devices, Ohmic-contacted and tunneling-

junction devices, were made for probing electron transport

and DOS, respectively. For fabrication of Ohmic-contacted

devices, two current leads of Ti/Au (10/100 nm in thickness),

connecting rGO flakes and pre-patterned electrodes, were

made by electron-beam lithography and thermal evaporation.

The separation distance between current leads on rGO flakes

is about 1 lm. For fabrication of tunneling-junction devices,

aluminum oxide (�8 nm in thickness) was deposited on a

square area on part of a rGO flake. Two current leads with

one on aluminum oxide and the other on rGO flakes were

then deposited. These devices were loaded in an insert cryo-

stat (Variable Temperature Insert Cryostat, CRYO Industries

of America) in a low vacuum at room temperature or in 1-

atm He gas at low temperatures.

Figure 1(a) displays the top view SEM image of a rGO

Ohmic-contacted device. The rGO sheet outlined in blue

dots is buried under two Ti/Au current leads. Figure 1(b)

presents the corresponding diagram of the device and the

meter connection. Current-voltage (I-V) curves at varied gate
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voltage and temperatures are measured and the conductance

(G) is evaluated from a linear least square fitting in a small

voltage range. The data of gating effect in a voltage rage

from �50 to 50 V are shown in Fig. 1(c). The gated conduct-

ance reveals a three times of difference in line with the previ-

ous report.17 In comparison with pristine graphene, the

smaller electric field effect is owing to an insufficient reduc-

tion of graphene oxides. According to the conductivity to

reduction-fraction relation,18 our rGO sheets having conduc-

tivities between 10 and 103 S cm�1 have 20% to 30% of

remained graphene oxides. Additionally, Fig. 1(d) exhibits

the temperature dependent conductance. The red line in Fig.

1(d) depicts the fitting to the model of the two-dimensional

Mott’s variable rang hopping of the form GðTÞ ¼ G0

expð�ðT0=TÞ1=3Þ,19 where G0 and T0 are constants. This

result is in line with previous studies of electron transport in

rGO.20

Figure 2(a) demonstrates the top view SEM image of a

rGO tunneling-junction device. The rGO sheet is colored in

light gray and outlined in blue dots where one part of the

sheet in dark gray is covered by an aluminum oxide layer.

Two Ti/Au current leads are deposited with one on the rGO

sheet and the other on the oxide layer (see Fig. 2(b)). Here,

we introduce a thickness variation thus the topography

(AFM image) and the line profile of the thick and thin rGO

sheets are offered in Figs. 2(c)–2(f). The thickness of the

thick and thin rGO sheets is determined to be �3:9 and

�1:0 nm, respectively. The �1:0-nm thick rGO sheet is rec-

ognized as a single-layer rGO sheet.21 Differential conduc-

tances (dI/dV) of the thick and the single-layer rGO sheets

are plotted in Figs. 2(g) and 2(h). Theoretical calculations of

DOS per atom of the single- and the multi-layer graphene22

do not predict any considerable discrepancies in the window

of the whole band width. Nevertheless, our data show a

FIG. 1. Transport characterization of rGO sheets. (a) SEM image of a rGO

Ohmic-contacted device. (b) Configuration of the conductance measure-

ment. (c) Gate voltage dependence of the rGO conductance at a bias voltage

of 0.5 V. (d) Linear dependence of conductance in logarithm scale on T�1=3

at temperatures T from 80 to 300 K.

FIG. 2. DOS characterization. SEM image (top view)

of a rGO tunneling-junction device (a) and the device

configuration with a circuit for the meter connection

(b). AFM images of a multi-layer (c) and a single-layer

(d) rGO sheet with corresponding line profiles in (e)

and (f). Differential conductance (dI/dV) as a function

of bias voltage for the multi-layer (g) and the single-

layer (h) rGO sheet. The red line in (h) describes a fit-

ting to a power law of Vp with p ffi 0:66.
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multiplicative magnitude of DOS in the multi-layer rGO

sheet. The multiplication can be rationalized because the

DOS of the multi-layer rGO exhibits a summed-up result

from each layer’s contribution. For example, the dI/dV at

0.4 V are about 25.7 and 2.7 for the multi-layer (Fig. 2(g))

and the single-layer (Fig. 2(h)) rGO sheets that unveil 10

times of variation, which indicates 10 layers of thickness for

the multi-layer rGO sheet. Alternatively, the layer number

can be estimated from its thickness t of �3:9 nm by

ðt� tsÞ=0:34þ 1, where ts ffi 1:0 nm is the thickness of the

single-layer rGO and 0.34 (nm) is the lattice plane spacing;1

thus, the layer number of 10 is confirmed.

Figure 2(h) signifies a whole band feature of a single-

layer rGO that is highly consistent with Robert B. Laughlin’s

calculations (green line, data reproduced from the plot on his

web pages of courses). The steepest ascent around 63 eV is

the band edge, which is very close to the predicted value. An

asymmetrical feature on the dI/dV spectrum is commonly

observed, signifying a different DOS between empty and

filled states. Because we use a rGO sheet rather than a pris-

tine graphene, the disorder effect, causing a nonvanishing

differential conductance near the Dirac point and a deviation

from a linear energy-momentum relation, shall be consid-

ered. We apply a non-linear power law relation NðEÞ
� Ep,14 where N(E) is the DOS and p � 1 is the exponent

parameter, to fitting the data in the voltage range between

60:2V and 61V. The red line in Fig. 2(h) reveals the fitting

result with the estimated p of about 0.66 that manifests the

disorder effect in conjunction with a deviation from the

linear energy-momentum dispersion.

Figure 3(a) illustrates the gate voltage dependence of

the differential conductance of the single-layer rGO sheet.

The Dirac point marked by a red arrow shifts from a positive

to a negative bias voltage with an increase of the gating volt-

age. Moreover, the differential conductance distorts severely

under a high gating voltage, indicating an electric field effect

on DOS. Shifts of the Dirac point are summarized in Fig.

3(b). In our case, if we ignore the disorder amendment of the

DOS-energy relation, the Fermi velocity is evaluated to be

about 107 m=s by the form ED ¼ �hvF

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pajVg � V0j

p
,8 where

ED is the shifted energy location of the Dirac point marked

in Fig. 3(a), Vg is the gate voltage, and V0 is the shift of the

Dirac point due to intrinsic doping. The estimated Fermi ve-

locity is too high to be true. Considering the disorder effect

of the DOS-energy relation and using the revised form of

ED ¼ �hvFðpajVg � V0jÞ1=2p
, the estimated Fermi velocity of

�4� 106 m=s is more close to the ideal value.

The electron transport measurement on rGO sheet shows

a hopping conduction and a conductance of several thousand

times lower as compared with the pristine graphene. More-

over, it shows a small electric field effect. In contrast, the

DOS of the single-layer rGO sheet shows the ideal theoreti-

cal prediction of the whole band structure with small devia-

tions of a nonvanishing differential conductance near the

Dirac point and a nonlinear DOS-energy relation due to the

disorder effect. Even the estimated Fermi velocity is close to

the ideal value. These results corroborate that the disorder

only makes an increase in electron scattering and a large

decrease in electron mean free time but not changes consid-

erably the electronic band structure.

In conclusion, the tunneling junction is made on rGO

sheets to perform differential conductance measurements for

probing DOS in a wide voltage range. The DOS shows a

clear distinction between a single-layer and a multi-layer

rGO sheet. For the single-layer rGO sheet, the DOS reveals

the whole band structure with a band edge around 63 eV.

The gate voltage dependence of DOS is used to extract the

electron’s Fermi velocity while the disorder effect needs to

be considered. The disorder causes a small modulation of

DOS whereas it largely debates the conductance due to elec-

tron scattering.
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